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ABSTRACT
SPECTROSCOPIC DIAGNOSTICS OF AN ARC JET HEATED MR PLASMA
Larry Howard Mack, Jr, M.S.
The University of Houston Clear Lake, 1996
Thesis Chair: George Blanford
Spectral radiation measurements were made in the range of 200 to 900 nm across a section of the
plenum of an arc jet wind tunnel using a series of optical fibers. The spectra contained line radiation
from Oxygen and Nitrogen atoms and molecular radiation from N2 +, N2, and NO. Abel inversion
technique is used to obtain radial distribution of the spectra. The analysis yielded radial profiles of
the electronic excitation, vibrational and rotational temperatures of the flow field. Spectral fitting
yielded branching ratios for different vibrational and rotational bands. Relatively mild flow
conditions, i.e. enthalpy and mass flow rate, were used for prolonged measurements of up to and over
two hours to establish the best experimental methods of temperature determinations. Signal to noise
was improved by at least an order of magnitude enabling the molecular vibrational band heads of N2 +
(first negative system), N2 (second positive system), and NO ([3, 7, 8, and _ systems) to be resolved
in the lower ultraviolet wavelength regions. The increased signal to noise ratio also enabled partial
resolution of the rotational lines of N2÷ and N 2 in certain regions of minimal overlap. Comparison
of the spectra with theoretical models such as the NEQAIR2 code are presented and show potential
for fitting the spectra when reliable calibration is performed for the complete wavelength range.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of Arc-Heated Air Plasma Flows
I. 1 Introduction
Thermal protection systems for spacecraft reentering the earth's atmosphere have been
critical since the earliest designs of reentry vehicles. The high heating environment of the
reentry has long been a concern and continues to be critical in orbiters' need for thermal
protection materials (TPS) which will be lighter and less costly. These lighter materials will
enable larger payloads to be carried as well as keeping the cost per mission to a minimum.
Testing these materials requires a facility that could: simulate the harsh temperatures of
reentry; enable the designers to retest many materials in various conditions; and accomplish
all of this with a minimum cost and a maximum of safety. The present arc-jet wind tunnel
facility was built in 1966 for testing of these thermal protection materials.
Arc-heated wind tunnels produce high enthalpy, high velocity flows inside an
evacuated chamber. Material samples, as well as models designed to simulate spacecraft
structures, are immersed in this flow to test their ability to withstand the most extreme of
conditions. The success of these materials for suitable thermal protection depends on how
well the environment is simulated at the testing point by comparing the expected conditions
with measured conditions. Determining this environment requires complex theoretical and
experimental procedures which will be discussed to some extent in the following chapters.
Arc-jet facilities are also used in estimating catalytic recombination rates of atoms
on test surfaces. See figure 1.1. The molecules are dissociated into atoms in the high thermal
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Figure 1.1- Catalytic recombination of molecules dissociated upon reentry into the
Earth's atmosphere by reusable space structures.
3conditionsof theflow andmayrecombineuponthe surface of the test material. When the
atoms recombine they transfer their heat of dissociation to the surface. ] Therefore, the rate
at which the atoms recombine affects the heat flux to the surface of the material. The heat
flux is therefore dependent on the properties of the material as well as the properties of the
flow that encounters the surfaces of these materials. The objective of this project is to
understand the properties of the flow.
1.2 Plasma flow diagnostics using optical techniques
An understanding of the flow properties of the arcjet involves many intrusive as well
as non-intrusive methods of measurement that are identified in Table 1. Non-intrusive optical
techniques include emission spectroscopy,
fluorescence and electron beam fluorescence.
absorption spectroscopy, laser-induced
This particular project is associated with
emission spectroscopy using line and continuum intensities.
The properties of the flow include the velocity, temperature, pressure, enthalpy,
electron densities, and species concentrations. Because the free flow is in thermal and
chemical nonequilibrium, measurements of the different modes of energy are needed. Thus,
when characterizing this portion of the flow it is necessary to determine the vibrational,
rotational, translational, excitation, and electronic temperatures of the various molecules.
Studies of these free flow properties may be aided by gaining a better understanding of the
flow properties in the settling chamber where the molecules may have enough time to
thoroughly mix and relax to a state of thermo-chemical equilibrium. Since emission
spectroscopy is the main method of measurement in this project, the various energy modes
4can be measuredto verify the equilibriumassumption. Arc-jets are typically run with
atmospheric-likeconstituents,thereforethemajorspeciesexpectedareN2,02,N, O,NO,
N2+,Oj, N+,O+,NO+,andelectronsfl
Table 1.1- VariousMethodsusedfor Determinationof FlowParameters
PARAMETER TO BE MEASURED METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
Velocity - Laser-induced fluorescence, Doppler
Excitation temperature of atoms - Emission spectroscopy
line intensities
Vibrational and Rotational Temperatures
of molecules
Static electron temperature
Electron Density
Species concentrations
Emission spectroscopy
line intensities
Laser induced fluorescence
Electron beam fluorescence
- Emission spectroscopy
line intensities
- Continuum spectroscopy
- Laser doppler profiles
Emission spectroscopy
continuum intensity
line broadening, Doppler and Stark
- Emission spectroscopy
line intensities
- Mass spectrometer
The dissociation of N2 and 02 molecules occurs when the enthalpy of the flow
increases to substantial value. Molecular oxygen dissociates at a lower enthalpy than does
molecular nitrogen. As the enthalpy is increased the relative concentrations of the individual
species change according to the amount of dissociation required. 3 More discussion of the
dissociationwill bediscussedin thefollowingchapters.
1.3 Research objectives
Many research programs have been under way for several years to characterize the
free stream and shock layer of the arcjet, however, little work has been attempted in the
settling region called the plenum. This plenum is considered to give information about the
initial conditions of the free stream and obtaining the state of the plasma in this region will
help in predicting the conditions of the flow as it impinges upon the test article. Park, et al, 4
gathered information for starting conditions by modelling the region between the electrodes
in the arc region. We suspect that the presence of the arc complicates the developement of
a model of thermo-chemical equilibrium plasma used to get the initial conditions in the
spectral fitting codes.
Therefore, this project involved collecting emissions from the plenum without
interference from severe gradients in the region near the arc created by the electrodes of the
heater. Since modelling the plenum region for temperature, electron densities, and species
concentrations involves knowledge of the radial profile across the plasma, emissions were
collected from multiple equidistant points across the flow with non-overlapping regions. A
series of four optical fibers were designed to transfer the radiation to a spectrometer
detection system. Once the data is collected, the Abel Inversion method is applied and
temperatures can be calculated as a function of radial position. Three different temperatures
will be the focus in this study and they include the electronic excitation, vibrational, and
rotational states. It is assumed that the plasma is in thermodynamic equilibrium and,
therefore,all analysiswill correspondaccordingly.
temperatureswill bediscussedinChapter3.
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The methodsfor determiningthese
CHAPTER 2
The Experimental Facility
2.1 General description- arc jet wind tunnel
The arc-heated wind tunnel is used to conduct thermal tests on thermal protection
system (TPS) materials. Arc jets have proven to be the most useful devices for testing with
because of its high heating rates and long test durations representative of local flight
conditions. The facility at NASA/JSC, known as the 10 MW Atmospheric Reentry Materials
and Structure Evaluation Facility (ARMSEF), has been in operation since 1968 to test,
evaluate, and certify all materials used on manned United States spacecraft 5.
The principal components of ARMSEF can be divided into three major regions; the
evacuation system, the arc heater/conical nozzle system, and the control system. The arc
heater's major components consist of the 10 MW arc heater, 10 MW DC solid state power
supply, test gas supply system, and water cooling system. The evacuation system consists of
two testing chambers, diffuser, boiler, and vacuum pumping system. The control system
contains the control and computer rooms which remotely operate the system, collect the data,
and control the video system which monitors the test chamber when it is in operation.
Although there are two test position chambers (TP1 and TP2) located at the facility,
only TP2 was involved with this particular project. (See figure 2.1). TP2 is 3.6 meters in
diameter and contains a 1.1 meter diameter, 6.1 meter long water-cooled diffuser. The
chamber has 5 viewing windows for monitoring and inspection. The test chamber is
evacuated by a four stage steam-ejector vacuum pumping system. Chamber pressures of 0.1
7
8Figure 2.1- Picture of the arc jet wind tunnel test facility. Arrows show where the
optical fibers were inserted into the heater. The numbers on the picture
correspond to the following parts of the heater: 1) Cathode; 2) 600 psi water
cooling lines; 3) anode; 4) conical nozzle; 5) ARMSEF TP2 chamber.
9and1torr canbemaintainedbythesystem.Thetestchamberiscooledby aprimarysealed
closedloop coolantsystemwith a capacityof 1340gpmat 600psi. A secondarycooling
systemwith a capacityof 8000gpmat 70psi is usedfor heatextractionfrom theprimary
coolingsystem.
The arc heaterconsistsof electrodes,heatercolumn,plenumand conicalnozzle
region.Theelectrodesarepoweredbyasolidstate,d.c.,silicon-controlledrectifier(SCR),
water-cooledpowersupplyratedfor continuousoperationat 10MW. Theheaterconsists
of two electrodeswith aconicalcopperanodeanda tungstenbuttoncathodeasshownin
Figure2.2a.Theheatercolumnhasa variablenumberof water-cooled,electricallyinsulated
constrictor segmentsbetweenthe two electrodes.The testgas is injectedbetweenthe
electrodeswith the N2 being injected closest to the cathode (as well as in various other
positions) and the 02 injected downstream from the cathode to prevent oxidation of the
tungsten. The test gas is stored in high pressure storage tanks and can be regulated for a
variation of mass flow rates (13.6 to 158.9 g/sec) during testing.
The plenum region consists of a water-cooled copper gas injection ring and a stack
of water-cooled isolation disks. In its normal configuration the gas injection ring is connected
to the anode and the stack is between the ring and the conical nozzle. However, in the
present analysis the plenum was modified and this is explained in greater detail in the
following section. The conical nozzle is the last part before the plasma reaches the free
stream region. The nozzle is a Converging then diverging nozzle with 15 degree half angle
as in figure 2.2b. This configuration helps the plasma attain a state of thermo-chemical
equilibrium before it expands to the free flow region.
10
Thecontrolor dataacquisitionsystemprocessesallmeasurementswith a 256-channel
computer-based ataacquisition,processingandrecordingsystem.This systemhasthe
capabilityto abortinterlock any of the 256 channels during a test when an abnormality occurs.
During the testing up to ten channels of data can be plotted in real time. There are also
features of video coverage for recording each run, pyrometer for surface temperature
measurements, a pitot probe and heat flux gauges. 6
2.2 Plenum ring design
The plenum region was discussed in a general manner consistent with most of the
testing done on the test position 2 (TP2). However, modification of the plenum was
necessary for this experimental testing. In the previous work of Rob, et al 7, a plenum ring
was modified to collect light fi'om the center most position of the flow by using a 200 micron
core fiber as seen in figure 2.2. The spectra included some unidentified spectral features
presumably due to the arc light rather than plenum radiation.
Also, to be able to determine the radial temperature and emission profiles, radiation
would need to be collected from several positions across the flow. Therefore, the plenum
ring was modified to allow light to be collected from four positions across the flow as well
as placed away from the anode to minimize arc light as seen in figure 2.4. This allows the
Abel Inversion method to be used with a fit of four equidistant points. Furthermore, the
objective was to find the radial distribution in a thermo-chemical equilibrium plasma flow,
without contributions from the arc light. The plenum ring was moved downstream of the
electrode and connected directly to the conical nozzle with the isolation stack between the
11
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Figure 2.2- (a) Schematic for the arcjet wind tunnel used in previous 2" plenum region design.
(b) The design of the arc jet wind tunnel used previously.
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Figure 2.3- Picture of the copper ring used in the plenum of the arc jet wind tunnel.
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Figure 2.4- The design of the arc jet wind tunnel used in the present data collection. The
plenum ring has been inserted next to the nozzle to insure that the measurements
are not contaminated by the arc.
anodeandthering. Seefigure2.5.
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2.3 Optical fiber / lens adaptor
Due to the constraints and limitations of the plenum ring design, the fiber optic
adaptor was carefully designed in the following manner. The objective was to build a part
that would interface with the ring and the optical fiber as well as meet the criterion for
radiation collection according to the Abel Inversion method.
The fight collection orifice of the ring is approximately 3 mm in diameter, therefore,
the flux is limited to a "parallel pipe" of this diameter. To obtain parallel light and maximize
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) a 25 mm focusing ultraviolet (UV) grade fused silica lens was
placed approximately 30 mm away from a UV grade fused silica window or flat. The flux
was then focused onto an 800 micron aperture as in figure 2.6. The window was used to
keep a constant vacuum in the heater as well as protect the lens from fouling or
contamination. An optical fiber was placed directly behind the aperture so as to collect all the
flux exiting the aperture. The UV grade, fused silica optical fiber has a 940 micron core
diameter and a numerical aperture of 0.22. The fiber optic adaptor was built for each of the
four fibers and mated to the plenum in an angular configuration. This angular configuration
arose instead of a one dimensional translation due to the mechanical constraints of the plenum
ring. To keep the optics clean and free ofdebree from the plasma a nitrogen purge line was
placed in the fiber optic and lens adaptor.
15
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Figure 2.5- Optical Line of sight configuration for the plenum ring and fiber optic
adaptors. (*Note: the previous measurements were taken only from the
central fiber position.)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6.-
(a) Illustration and (b) actual picture of the fiber optic sensor used for
collection of the spectral radiation from the plenum of an arc jet wind tunnel.
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2.4 Spectrometers
Two spectrometers, the SPEX 270M and SPEX 1877 Triplemate, were used for
spectral measurements. The following paragraphs will discuss why different spectrometers
were used for this analysis. Both spectrometers are located remotely in an isolated block
house (laser-room) adjacent to the arc jet wind tunnel TP2. They are equipped with a SPEX
220F fiber optic adaptor mounting kit. The mounting includes two axial adjustable collection
and focusing lenses and an axial adjustable SMA type fiber optic connector. The lenses and
connector slide along a railing for optimization of the light incident upon the entrance slit of
the spectrometer. This mounting is also used for placement of band-pass, long-pass, and
neutral density filters, in the light path.
The SPEX 270M is a single stage, 0.27 meter spectrometer designed for its high
throughput and portability. All features of the 270M can be electronically controlled with
either a handscan unit or with software through the RS232 ports available. It has a motor
driven 2-grating turret that can be used to select either of the gratings. In this experiment
gratings blazed with a resolution of 1200 1/mm and 2400 1/mm were used for spectral studies.
The 270M has two exit ports that will support a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) and a linear
photodiode array (PDA) detection system, which will be discussed in greater detail in the
following section. The 270M was used for spectral collection that did not require fine
resolution, such as atomic and vibrational bandhead line intensity.
The SPEX 1877 Triplemate spectrometer is 0.67 meter dual stage monochromator
capable of efficiently filtering stray light that could otherwise alter the observed spectra. The
first stage consists of two grating mounts that are motor driven and synchronized. This stage
18
hasa bandpassthatis dependenton theintermediateslit widthandgrating;it is 125nm for
5 mm slit width with a 150 l/mm gratings. The next stageis consistentwith normal
spectrometersin thatit isaCzerny-Turnersystemwith agrating,two mirrors,exitslit, and
exitportsthatsupportPMT'sandaPDAdetectionsystem.Thetriplematewasusedfor high
resolutionspectraldatacollectionof themolecularspectralinesof N2+,N2,andNO. With
thissetup,thevibrationalbandheadsareverywell resolved,but therotationallineswereonly
partiallyresolved.
In additionto thespectrometers,order-sortingfilterswereusedto band-passor band
stop for thewavelengthsof interest.Without thesefiltersunwantedspectralorderscould
contributeto the intensityof the targetedbandsystemsdue to the gratingeffectsof the
spectrometers.Becausethesefiltersarenot completelysquaresufficientoverlappingdata
wascollected.
2.5 PMT/lock-in amplifier/SRS data acquisition
Two separate spectrometers have been used for the reasons mentioned in the previous
section as well as two different photomultiplier tubes (PMT), one on each of the two
spectrometers. The Hamamatsu R955 and R943-02 PMT's were used on the SPEX 270M
and Triplemate 1877, respectively.
The R955 PMT was used for its high sensitivity over a broad wavelength range,
namely from 200 to 900 nanometers. This region is important for atomic excitation
transitions of nitrogen and oxygen. Atomic excitation transitions tend to have high intensity
in this region and therefore, the R955 at room temperature is an adequate detection source.
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However,forthemoleculariontransitionsof nitrogenadetectorwith a highersignal
to noiseandquantumefficiencyis needed.The water cooled R943-02 PMT was used with
the Triplemate spectrometer in the range from 200 to 500 nanometers. This combination of
spectrometer and detector was well suited for partial resolution of the rotational band
structure of N2÷ and the data is comparable in quality to previous measurements.
The data was acquired by using Stanford Research Systems lock-in amplifiers models
SR510 and SR550 each controlled by a separate computer. The SR575 and SR565 lock-in
sottware packages are used to collect and store data in binary format. The data is changed
to ASCII format and imported into the Sigma Plot v.2.0 software for data analysis.
All of the data used for temperature measurements was collected with the two
spectrometer systems just described. However, preliminary data was taken with a photodiode
array (PDA) and optical multichannel analyzer system as will be described in the following
section. The PMTs allowed only a single fiber to be collected at a time, therefore the method
was time consuming and ineffÉcient. Future recommendations for system improvement will
be discussed in the following chapters.
2.6 Optical multichannel analyzer (OMA)
The EG&G Princeton Applied Research (PARC) OMAIII was used for preliminary
testing of the plenum to find signal strengths and spectral characteristics. The OMA system
consists of the model 1460 console and the EG&G PARC model 1421 gateable photodiode
array (PDA).
The console controls the data acquisition, spectral display and memory storage of
20
files, variousdataacquisitionmodesareavailableaswell asdifferentscanningsequences.
Thescanningsequencecanbelive, live minusbackgroundor accumulationof intensities.In
liveandliveminusbackgroundonly 16,000countsareattainable.However,in accumulation
modethecountsaredeterminedby thenumberof timesscannedanddurationof eachscan.
The consolehasa touchscreenfor easyaccessto the numerousoptionsoffered. It can
communicatewith printers,plottersor othercomputerthroughtheRS232port.
TheEG&GPARCphotodiodearrayhasa25mmlongdetectorsurfacecomposedof
1024pixelsor photodiodelements.Thedetectionprocessinvolvesaphotoreactiverelease
of chargefromthecapacitanceof thedetectorelements.Thecapacitorsarerechargedafter
eachexposureperiod. Thespectralrangeiseffectivefrom 250to 850nm.
2.7 Experimental procedures
This chapter attempts to explain the efforts made in the laboratory. It should be used
as a guideline for setting up certain equipment and taking measurements. Optical alignment,
instrumentation and calibration techniques are discussed in detail so that the reader
understands the work involved in pursuing these measurements. This chapter is also a
precursor to the explanation and future recommendations in chapter 6. All of the laboratory
work performed for this experiment took place in the arc jet facility.
2.7.1 Optical alignment
The arc jet wind tunnel is separated from the laboratory where all of the measurement
devices are located. Therefore, as explained in some detail before, it is necessary to collect
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andtransporthefightof thearcjet inanefficientmanner.Thelight wascollectedbya highly
transmissivefieldlens,transportedbyanopticalfiberto a setof relaylensesmountedon the
spectrometer.Therelaylensesfocusedthelight ontotheentranceslit of thespectrometer.
Insidethe spectrometerthe light passedthroughan opticalchopper,reflectedoff three
mirrorsandagratingbeforereachingtheexitslit. ThePMT is positionedbehindthisexitslit
and hada smallphotocathodeareato collectthe flux. This optical trainpresentsquite a
challengefor alignmentandis notrivial task.
FirstthePMTwasalignedtothespectrometerbyusingamonochromaticlight source,
anarrowslitandthenmeasuringtheoutputsignalversusposition. Oncethemaximumsignal
was reachedthe PMTwassetintoplace. With thedetectorin placetherestof the optics
could be alignedappropriately. Assumingthat the relaymirrors and grating insidethe
spectrometerwerealignedaccordingto thefactoryspecifications,thecollectingandfocusing
opticsoutsideneededto bealigned.These lenses were designed to work with a fiber optic
adaptor and translated with three degrees of freedom. The fiber was installed into the mount
with x, y, and z motions as well, and a monochromatic light source was positioned on the
other end of the fiber. The fiber and lenses were coarsely adjusted until optimal focusing
occurred on the entrance slit. Then, opening the slit the signal was read as fine adjustments
were made until the signal maximized. This procedure is performed at different grating
positions to ensure the system is aligned for the spread of wavelengths. The alignment of the
optical chopper was purposely left out as it has a large aperture area and alignment is trivial.
The chopper is mounted inside the spectrometer just after the slit.
2.7.2 Instrumentation and data acquisition
22
As noted in the previouschapter the instrumentationrequired for spectral
measurementsinvolved a spectrometer,photomultipliertube, lock-in amplifier, power
supplies,anddataacquisitioncomputer.TheSPEX270M spectrometerhastheability to
becontrolledeitherbyahandheldoperatoror viaanRS232port to a computerloadedwith
thespecificsoftware.Becausethis latteroptioncallsfor asecondcomputerthehand-scan
devicewasmainlyusedfor control. Thisdeviceletstheuser definethe slit widths,scan
rates,gratingpositions,aswellasmanyotherfeatures.
Thenextobjectiveis to optimizethephaseof the lock-inamplifier(SR510). This
model requiresmanualadjustmentof the phaseuntil a maximumsignal-to-noiseratio is
achieved.In additionto phase,thetimeconstantof the lock-in is setdependingon theSNR
and scanrate. In our casethetime constantwassetto 100milliseconds.Finally,when
acquiringdata the lock-in softwarehasa maximumof 4000 datapoints. A sampling
frequencymust bechosenin accordancewith the scanrate in order to collect theentire
targetedspectrum.For exampletable4.1showsa typicalsetof conditionsusedfor a single
scan.
Table 2.1-TypicalParametersUsedfor theLock-In Amplifier.
ScanRate 0.2nm/sec 0.5nm/sec
SampleFrequency 10Hz 5Hz
TimeConstant 0.1sec 0.1 sec
WavelengthRange 80nm 400nm
Total Time 400see 800sec
Total Data Points 4000 4000
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Thenextinstrumento optimize is the PMT by adjusting the voltage delivered from
a stabilized power supply. The PMT has an optimum range of voltages depending on the
signal delivered to its photocathode. More gain does not necessarily constitute a greater
signal to noise ratio according to the specifications from the manufacturer of the PMT.
2.7.3 Calibration
The system used to collect spectral emission radiation from the plenum consisted of
various devices with different spectral sensitivities. Therefore, correction for these different
components was critical to measuring the intensities from band systems that spread across a
significant range of wavelengths. The spectral data was corrected for wavelengths and
intensities by carrying out wavelength and intensity calibrations.
2.7.3.a Wavelength Calibration
The wavelength calibration was performed by two different methods for certainty.
The first method involved using a standard low pressure mercury (Hg) lamp. The second
method uses knowledge of the expected transitions of each of the species in the flow.
The spectral scans of low pressure mercury lines were obtained by each of the
different systems that were used in the data collection process. Each system has a variety of
components that can influence the overall spectral location of individual lines. For example,
one system includes the SPEX 270M spectrometer, 1200 l/mm grating, stepping motor driver,
and the SR510 lock-in amplifier. The shift in measured wavelength was calculated and the
correction is applied to the spectra from the plenum. The other system was the SPEX 1877
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spectrometerwith a24001/mmgratingandtheSR530lock-inamplifier.
Known isolatedemissionlineswereusedto checkthat this method was accurate
across the spectral range of interest. The (0,0) bandhead of N2 + (B-X) at 391.44 nm was the
primary line used in correcting for the shorter wavelengths. The nitrogen atomic lines around
820 nm were used for correction in the longer wavelength region.
2.7.3.b Intensity
Intensity calibration for the optical system involved using a standard tungsten ribbon
filament lamp as a blackbody source. The complete detection system was calibrated,
including the plenum ring aperture, optical fiber, spectrometer and photomultiplier tube as
shown in figure 2.7. The filament of the tungsten lamp was imaged onto the plenum ring with
a calcium fluoride lens so that it overfllled the 3 mm aperture. The emission was then
collected and analyzed just as the emission from the air plasma in the plenum. The calibrated
values of the tungsten lamp was given in watts per centimeter cubed per steradian
(W/cm3/str). The following equation gives the corrected intensity (Icon),
I
spectra (2.1)
lc°"r : lcal * I
tung
where I_ is the calibrated intensity values of the lamp, Ispectr a is the raw measured signal of the
arcjet emission, and I,_ngis the signal measured for the lamp. All are functions of wavelength.
The tungsten lamp is an ideal source for wavelengths longer than 300 nm with
increasing spectral radiance at longer wavelengths. However, at shorter wavelengths a source
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designedforultravioletemissionsuchasadeuteriumlampor argonmini-arcsystemwould
bepreferred.Thesetwo sourceswerenotavailableat thetimeof calibrationsothetungsten
lampwasextendedownto 225nm. Figure2.8 showstherelativespectralresponseof the
detectionsystem.
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Figure 2.7- Experimental configuration for the intensity calibration using a standard
tungsten ribbon filament lamp. The filament of the lamp was focused onto the
entrance aperture of the copper ring. The numbers correspond to the
following elements: 1) standard tungsten lamp; 2) CaF 2 lens; 3) copper ring
section; and 4) fiber assembly.
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Figure 2.8- Relative spectral response of the SPEX 270M detection system with lenses
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CHAPTER 3
Theory and Background of the Radiative Air Plasma
3.1
determining
structures.
Plasma emission spectroscopy
As previously noted in Chapter One thermal air plasmas play the key role in
the energy transfer and electron recombination effects on different TPS
Thermodynamic characterization of the plasma involves determination of the
energy distribution and population of the species in atoms, ions, and electrons as well as the
number density of these species. Due to the relatively high pressure in the plenum the present
study will only involve the equilibrium state of the flow and therefore, the nonequilibrium
conditions of the plasma are not considered 9.
In local thermodynamic (LTE) equilibrium all involved species share common
processes that contribute to their energy balance. Therefore, their velocity profiles are
determined by Maxwellian velocity distributions and their radiative emissions follow that of
an optically thin plasma. The only parameters that affect their distribution are temperature and
pressure and it is completely determined by the Boltzmann relation. The population of any
given electronic level nithat corresponds to an energy E,. and degeneracy value of gi is related
to the ground state population no and its corresponding degeneracy go by the following:
n n E
___5'_ ._._2° exp (____2_') (3.1)
g, go kT
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wherek is the Boltzmann constant and T is the equilibrium temperature. However, departures
from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) can occur in recombining or ionizing plasmas 9.
In the case of the arc jet the gases are excited to their upper energy levels and then mixed in
a long cylindrical chamber where they may approach a state of equilibrium before being
ejected into a large evacuated chamber. This is called the plenum and is the area of interest,
therefore, all predictions of the thermodynamic state can be assumed in thermo-chemical
equilibrium.
3.2 LTE temperature distribution in the plasma
For atmospheric or high pressure plasmas the magnitude and frequency of collisions
is high enough for the free electrons to efficiently transfer their kinetic energy to heavy
species. And the population of bound electronic levels is related by collisions with free
electrons. This type of plasma wilt result in a Boltzmann type distribution at the temperature
of the free electrons. When radiation escape occurs, due to the plasma extent being finite, the
radiative field cannot be that of a blackbody.
As stated before the LTE temperature of a specific species is determined from the
Boltzmann relation in equation 3.1. However, two factors are needed to find this
temperature, the number density of the upper and ground states of the transition. By taking
the natural logarithm equation 3.1 becomes:
ln(n flo) _ Ez
hog _ kT
(3.2)
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Now, the LTE temperature can be calculated from the slope of the line from the ground state
to the electronic state that is to be determined. If the levels do not follow the Boltzmann
relation, then they will give a non-LTE temperature and therefore be meaningless. The
number density of an excited state can be determined from the emission of that radiation as
long as the state spans a narrow region of the spectrum, is not overlapped by other
transitions, and have enough intensity to be differentiated from the background radiation
present. Therefore, only atomic electronic transitions will be considered from this plasma as
the molecular transitions cover a wide range of the spectrum, are often overlapped and, in the
case of rotational lines are often to weak and closely spaced to be determined by the current
spectroscopy methods. However, the molecular bands have been well modelled in computer
codes such as the Non-Equilibrium Air plasma code (NEQAIR) _°.
The number density of a transition's upper state can be related to the calibrated
intensity measured by the following equation: jt
Eu
W hcA .gN - k--7
1[ ]- e
cm 2strnm 12.566 IZ e (3.3)
where A_ is the Einstein coefficient and the upper energy is given for Eo. Following the work
ofTerrazas-Salinas et al4, 1994 electronic transitions of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms were
considered and are tabulated, along with their respective constants in Table 3.1.
From Equation 3.3 the electronic temperature for the oxygen and nitrogen atoms can
be found by plotting the following proportionality and determining the slope of the line.
E u
A gu -1.439-
u T e
I : K,-- e (3.4)
l
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Table 3.1-Atomic Transitions Considered for the LTE Temperature Measurement of
Nitrogen.
L(nm) A_(IO ss"_) _(cm "l) g_ ] g,
409.995
410.996
415.146
421.592
422.304
491.49
493.503
528.118
532.87
742.36
744.23
746.83
820.036
821.071
821.632
822.312
824.237
856.774
859.001
862.924
865.587
868.027
868.34
868.616
870.326
871.171
871.884
0.034
0.04
0.013
0.031
0.051
0.0076
0.0158
0.0028
0.0025
0.052
0.106
0.161
0.0367
0.0363
0.16
0.202
0.102
0.0458
0.19
0.238
0.099
0.191
0.133
0.079
0.171
0.101
0.054
110522
110546
107447
106998
107039
106479
106479
107039
106871
96752
96752
96752
95477
95495
95533
95477
95495
97806
97770
97806
97770
94883
94832
94795
94772
94795
94832
Table 3.2-
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Atomic Transitions Considered for the LTE Temperature Measurement of
Oxyl_en.
X(nm) A.( 10s s-I) gu(Cm "l) g. gl
394.73
436.83
615.73
645.5
700.21
715.68
725.44
777.34
794.93
844.65
0.0033
0.0066
0.0701
0.071
0.0325
0.473
0.062
0.34
0.373
0.28
99095
99680
102865
102116
102908
116631
102412
86629
113719
88631
15
9
25
5
15
5
3
15
21
9
5
3
15
15
9
5
9
5
15
3
This technique finds the LTE temperature of an atom by the distribution of its excited
electronic levels. The Boltzmann plot will be Ie)_/Aug o versus the upper energy level of the
transition Eu. The resulting slope is -1.439/T e. The calibrated intensity was measured across
the line of sight of the plasma resulting in an integrated quantity of the emissions. The inverse
of this process is of more importance when characterizing the volumetric plasma field flow.
This inverse is called the Abel Inversion and will be discussed in the following sections. The
electronic temperature will be calculated from the Boltzmann plots only after the radial
intensities are obtained from the Abel inversion.
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3.3 Molecular properties
3.3.1 Vibrational temperature
The emission spectrum of the arc jet is composed of many band systems that can help
determine the distribution of the vibrational populations. The band systems most predominate
in the flow are the N2+ first negative, N 2 second positive, and NO 13systems. The strongest
NO bands occur in the spectral region from 200-280 nm and originate from ground state
vibrational levels. Because the intensity from the spectrum is much lower compared to the
higher wavelength regions, little information about the vibrational distributions can be
obtained from these bands. Table 3.3 provides the strongest vibrational transitions measured.
Table 3.3- Strong Vibrational Bands in the Air Plasma
N2 +
(First negative system)
B 2 Z, ÷ - X 2 Eg +
0,1
1,2
2, 3
3,4
0,0
1,0
2,1
3,2
4,3
2,0
Band Origin
(nm)
427.81
423.65
419.91
416.68
391.44
358.21
356.39
354.89
353.83
330.8
N2
(Second positive system)
C 3 l_ u - B 3 I-Ig
Band Origin
(nm)
357.69
353.67
350.05
337.13
315.93
313.6
297.68
NO
(13 system)
B 2 I-I - X 2 FI
Band
(v'-v")
0,1
1,2
2, 3
0, 0
1,0
2,1
2,0
1,4
3,4
3,3
Band Origin
(nm)
255.79
243.3
233.14
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Selectingthe bandheadsfor temperaturedeterminationinvolveschoosingthose
transitionsthatareisolatedfi'omothertransitions.However,in theregionsof interestfor the
vibrationalbandheadsfrom differentspeciesall threeof theabovecancontributeto the
emissionat a singlebandof wavelengths.Therefore,it is importantto chooseamodelthat
accuratelypredictsthespectralemissionof overlappingbandsystems.
Twodifferentcomputercodesareusedindeterminingthespectralparameters.The
NEQAIR, non-equilibriumair flow code is usedto fit the collecteddata. The code is
normallymodifiedwhenlookingatspecificdatabecausedifferentsetsof conditionscancause
perturbationsinthespectra.Perturbationsinallwavelengthregionshavenotbeenthoroughly
modeledasthereisnotexperimentaldatasupportingall conditions.Theperturbationsoccur
whenthepotentialcurvesof aspecieselectronicstatescrossandtheycausewhatseemto be
extraneouslinesor dipsin thespectra.Thisaffectsthenormalspacingof linesandmustbe
takenin considerationwhenspectralfitting.
3.3.2 Rotationaltemperature
Measurementsfor vibrationalandrotationaltemperaturesfor thesamespecies,under
LTE conditions,will beequalto eachotherwithin theaccuracyof the measuringdevice.
However,for allpracticalpurposesit isextremelydifficult to determinethis temperaturedue
to factorslike:overlappingbands,low intensity,andresolution.It wouldbemostinteresting
to measuretheemissionfrom rotationalbandsthatarenotoverlappingwith otherspeciesin
theflow. Thisisdifficultdueto overlapof thestrongbandsof Nz+(firstnegative),N2(second
positive),andNO(gammabands)in thewavelengthrangefrom 200 to 450 nm. Thenext
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obstacleto experimentallydeterminingrotationaltemperaturesis theresolutionof thebands.
In mostcasesthebandsarequite narrowanddifficult to resolvewith the spectroscopic
methodsusedherein this experiment. The codes mentioned earlier can simulate this by using
proper slit functions.
Another way to extract the rotational temperature is under investigation using a
technique developed by M. Akundi _3 that analytically separates the P and R branch
contribution and allows one to obtain rotational Boltzmann plots of the P and R branches
even when they overlap. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, once it is
completely developed the overlapping band systems could be extracted and evaluated as
individual systems even with poor resolution.
3.4 Abel inversion method
The spectroscopic emission data taken in this experimental study was taken at four
points across the plenum of the arc jet by line-of-sight measurements. This technique results
in an integration of the line strengths of the individual species across the flow and is of little
help in determining the LTE properties of the plasma. Thus, we use the abel inversion to
convert the data from line-of-sight(x, y) to radial coordinates (r,O),. And the thermodynamic
properties of the flow that will be presented in following chapter will result from the method
of the Abel inversion. This technique transforms the coordinate space of the data from the
line-of-sight (x,y) to the radial positions by the following:
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R
I(x)= 2! rE(r) dr
r2_x
(3.5)
where the intensity I(x),
coefficient _ ( r ).
taken from the line-of-sight, is related to the radial emission
X
y
X
X3
X2
Xl
Xo
Figure 3.1 The Abel diagram for conversion of line-of-sight emission intensities I(x) to
radial emission coefficients _ ( r ).
Now, by taking the Abel transform of Equation 3.5, the radial emission can be found by:
(3.6)
where I'(x) is the derivative of measured intensity with respect to x. This result leads to
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measurementsthatareverysensitiveto noisein theemissionandtendto greatlyamplifythe
noiseterm. Accordingto Laux_°,thisnoiseterm is extremelydifficult to quantifyand,
therefore,to model.ForthisreasonLauxetalemployedaFORTRANcomputercodecalled
the POLAB4to Abel invert aswell asquantifytheerrorpropagationof the spectraldata.
Thiscodewasderivedfi'omthemethodof AbelinversionbyOwano12.This method consists
of fitting the line-of-sight data to a polynomial of degree up to nine. However, with only four
data points and a symmetrical function the highest degree polynomial that can be fit is degree
six.
I(x) = a0 + al x 2 + a2 x 4 q- a3 X6 (3.7)
The centerline of the plasma must have a slope of zero to be considered axisymmetric and the
last radial position given by the code must have intensity equal to zero to satisfy the boundary
conditions. This method was employed for several different reasons: first, the data is well
fitted by the polynomials, so lengthy curve fitting does not apply; second, the polynomials are
quickly fit by the computer; and third the polynomials can be transformed analytically so that
the uncertainty analysis could be quantified. This latter does not apply in this case because
a measurement of the standard deviation must be input into the equation in order to have a
meaningful uncertainty analysis. The experimental conditions did not warrant such data
because of lengthy data collection times.
Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
The atomic emission of nitrogen and oxygen will first be analyzed. A radial profile
of electronic excitation temperature (To) of the plasma is determined by using the Boltzmann
plot technique for upper energy level atoms. Then, comparisons between NEQAIR 2 and
experimental vibrational data will be shown as well as radial profile of Tv will be presented.
4.1 Temperature determination of excited electronic states
As discussed before, the calibrated data was Abel inverted by the POLAB 4 code. At
first, the four positions were used to find the function that gave a best curve fit. However,
two problems arose from this transformation. In the central and 1.27-cm off-axis positions
of measurement the spectra almost completely match and there is very little difference
between atomic line strengths. The same is true between the 2.54-cm and 3.81-cm off-axis
positions. When the peak intensities are plotted versus their radial position a "step" function
results. Secondly, because POLAB uses polynomials to fit the desired plotted points, a
maximum of a third order polynomial can confidently be used on the four point data. It
should also be noted that at the central position a constraint is placed on the polynomial to
have slope of zero for a symmetrical plasma. Another constraint of the polynomial is that the
boundary condition must be zero. Many attempts were made to fit this "step" function to a
third order polynomial. No satisfactory fit could be found as might be expected. Therefore,
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asetof intermediatepointsweredevelopedby linearlyinterpolatingthedata. Betweenthe
centraland 1.27-cmposition asmanyasfour pointswereinterpolatedaswell asonepoint
betweenthe2.54-cmand3.81-cmpositions.Together,all ninepointswerecollectedandfit
to apolynomialof degreeeight.
Figure 4.1 showsthecompletecalibratedspectrumthat wastakenfor finding the
atomictransitionsatallfourpositionsacrosstheflow of theplenum.Thereseemsto belittle
contributionof theatomicspeciesatthetwo farthestpositionsindicatingthatthetemperature
in that region is muchlower thanat thecenter. Figure4.2 representsthe Abel inverted
spectrato showthe differencebetweenthe line-of-sightspectraand the spectrathat is
calculatedin radialcoordinatesfromPOLAB.
FromEquation3.4aplotof ln[IeX/A_gu]versustheupperenergylevelEuwill result
in a straightlinewhoseslopeis inverselyproportionalto thetemperatureTe. Figure4.3a
plotstheBoltzmanndistributionfor theoxygenatomictransitions.Fromthesepointsabest
fit linearregressionisplottedandtheslopeis determined.Cautionshouldbe takenwhen
interpretingtheseresultsasthetemperaturemeasurementisextremelysensitiveto changes
in theslopeof thefit line.
Thetransitionplotsdonotrepresentthecompletesetof atomiclinescollected. There
aremanymultipletsthatrequiremuchhigherresolutionthanavailablein theseexperiments.
If themultipletscannotbeseparatedinto individualines or if their contributionto thepeak
intensity is not accuratelyknown, then they cannotbe usedfor temperatureanalysis.
However,fromLaux6thetotallineintensityof theoxygentripletat 777.3nmcanbemeasured
if the entire energyenvelopeis capturedincludingthe wingsby usinga trapezoidalslit
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Figure 4.1- Experimental emission spectra of the plenum air plasma. [a] central (black)
and 1.27cm (gray) line-of-sight positions. [b] 2.54 (black) and 3.81cm (gray) positions.
Emission from oxygen(O), nitrogen(N) and molecular nitrogen(N2 ÷) is shown.
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Figure 4.2- Abel inverted spectra of the plenum air plasma. [a] central (black) and 1.27cm
(gray) line-of-sight positions. [b] 2.54 (black) and 3.81 cm (gray) positions. Emission
from oxygen(O), nitrogen(N) and molecular nitrogenCN2 +) is shown.
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Figure 4.3- Boltzmann distribution for (a) oxygen and (b) nitrogen in the plenum air
plasma, (c) Radial temperature profile of Oxygen (black) and nitrogen (gray).
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function. This could be helpful for future work, however, no measurements were made in this
experiment.
Figure 4.3b shows the temperature plotted versus the radial position of the plasma as
well as the error bars calculated from the Boltzmann plot. Due to the limitations placed on
the Abel inversion, as previously discussed, the results of the temperature of the flow in the
central position is not as meaningful as those radial positions following from 1/2" out to the
border. The farthest measured spectra are also not as accurate or meaningful because they
fall outside the sensitivity of the detector. Therefore, where appropriate, only the mid-flow
radial profile is shown.
4.2 Temperature determination of the vibrational bandheads of N2*
As shown in the previous chapter the emission spectrum of the arc jet's plenum
chamber is composed of numerous band systems. Equally numerous are the possibilities for
a vibrational band population measurement. However, due to the propagational error in the
calibration for short wavelengths, a fit across the entire spectrum is invalid. Many attempts
were made to fit the data to the NEQAIR 2 code and this is where it was determined that a
calibration error could have been made _4. Further investigation of the calibration technique
concluded that relative comparisons between the short and longer wavelengths would have
little meaning. Thus, until further improvements are made for calibration, only small spectral
portions are used for data analysis.
Figure 4.4 shows the vibrational data collected with the current calibration used. The
calibration should be much more accurate toward longer wavelengths since the tungsten
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+
Figure 4.4.- Experimental emission spectra showing the vibrational bands of N 2 (first
positive), N 2 (second positive), and NO; (a) central (black) and 1.27 cm off-axis (gray) and;
(b) 2.54 (black) and 3.81 cm (gray) off-axis positions.
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source has higher radiance and therefore increased signal to noise ratio at longer wavelengths.
As a result a higher temperature source radiating more efficiently in the near UV should be
used below 400nm and the overlap from 350nm to 400nm by a tungsten source should be
compared for a more accurate calibration. Also, a CaF 2 lens was used to image the tungsten
source onto the entrance aperture of the plenum ring which will result in errors in absolute
calibration. The lens was used to attempt to collect flux from the filament only and reduce
the outside background intensity. Stray or reflected light could cause erroneous
measurements in the calibration technique.
The Abel inverted spectra taken from the collected and the linear interpolated data is
shown in figure 4.5. As discussed previously five linear interpolated data points were added
to the four sets of spectra taken and a seventh degree polynomial was used to invert the data
for the radial positions. A radial vibrational temperature profile was obtained from a
Boltzmann plot of the Abel-inverted intensities of the N2 ÷ first negative (2-1) and (1-0) band
heads at 356.1 and 357.9 nm, respectively, using a technique similar to Ref. 6. This pair of
vibrational bands was selected for two reasons. First, the close spectral spacing between
these two band heads ensured that potential inaccuracies in the measured spectral response
(calibration) of the detection system would have minimal impact on the resulting vibrational
temperature. Second, unlike many other bands of the N2+ first positive system, the band
heads of these two transitions are not affected by perturbations. _0 The resulting vibrational
temperature profile is presented in Figure 4.6.
As mentioned earlier, emission spectra were measured at 4 lateral locations (0, 1.27,
2.54, and 3.81-cm) fi'om 300 to 480 nm, a spectral region wherein lie many prominent bands
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of the N2÷ first negative (1-) and N 2 second positive (2+) systems. These spectra were then
Abel- inverted using the program POLAB4 m. The Abel-inverted spectrum at a radius of
2.54-cm is compared in Figure 4.7 with numerical simulations made with the NEQAIR2
code I° for equilibrium conditions at 6500, 7000, and 7500 K. These three temperatures were
chosen so as to bracket the vibrational temperature measured at a radius of 1-inch.
As can be seen in Figure 4.7, while the measured and simulated spectra agree very
well above 400 nm, differences of up to a factor -2 are observed at shorter wavelengths.
While these differences could in principle be due to nonequilibrium effects, it is shown below
that they are instead more likely caused by uncertainties in the spectral calibration of the data.
This conclusion is based on a comparison between measured and theoretical branching ratios
for a variety of N2+ transitions in the spectral range 330 - 470 nm. The bandheads from a
given vibrational level v' should have intensities in the ratios Avv, AEvv., where A,.v, is the
band Einstein emission coefficient and Ew. the energy difference between the upper and lower
states of the transition. Listed (in Table 4.1) are the measured bandhead intensities of
vibrational transitions of N2 + issued from; the v'= 0 state [(0-0), (0-1), and (0-2)], the v'=l
state [(1-0), (1-1), and (1-2)], and from v'= 2 [(2-0),(2-1) and (2-3)]. Within each of these
three groups of bands, the intensities were normalized to the intensity of the band closest to
420 nm. The normalized intensities are listed in the column labeled "measured branching
ratios". Also listed in Table 4.1 are the Einstein Av.v.. and transition energies Ecv,. for each of
these bands (from ref. 8), as well as the resulting theoretical branching ratios.
The ratio between the measured and theoretical branching ratios should be close to
unity. However, as shown in Figure 4.8, they deviate by up to a factor -2 at short
' I
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Figure 4.7.- Comparison of experimental and computed (NEQAIR) molecular nitrogen
spectra of the plenum air plasma. The experimental spectra is Abel inverted for the 1.27cm
line-of-sight position.
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Figure 4.8.- Ratio of the intensity of various bandheads plotted against the product of A
and AE to show the estimated calibration error across the spectrum.
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wavelengths _5. This deviation from unity is indicative of the uncertainty in the experimental
calibration. As a result, the measured spectrum shown in Figure 4.7 should be divided by the
corresponding ratio. Clearly, much better agreement would then be obtained throughout the
entire spectral range with the equilibrium spectral calculation at 7000 K. Therefore, the
measurements are consistent with the assumption of approximate equilibrium in the central
region of the plenum at least. While more work is required to improve the accuracy of the
calibration below 400 nm, the above conclusion is reinforced by examining narrow spectral
ranges (wherein calibration errors are minimal). Indeed, as shown in Figure 4.9, the measured
vibrational temperature of~ 7000 K at r = 2.54-cm also yields the best agreement for the
relative intensities of various N2÷ (1-) and N2 (2+) bands.
Table 4.1-Measured (exp) and Theoretical (th) branching ratios (br) for the N2* First
Negative band system. (The product Av.. v..*T,., is arbitrarily normalized.)
v" . brv', _, (nm) Av, v.,(10 6) AE¢ ,r I' br th exp
0,0
0,1
0,2
1,0
1,1
1,2
2,0
2,1
2,3
391.44
427.81
470.6
358.21
388.1
423.65
330.8
356.39
419.91
12.19
3.918
0.8136
6.334
4.257
4.522
1.033
8.61
3.69
25566
23391
21249
27397.8
25763
23620
30256
28082
23830
3.39
1
0.19
1.63
1.03
1
0.36
2.75
1
5
1
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Figure 4.9.- Experimental and computed nitrogen spectra of the plenum air plasma.[a] N 2
+
(First negative system, Av=2) and N 2 (Second positive system, Av=0). [b] N 2 (First neg-
ative system, Av= 1) and N2 (Second positive system, Av=- 1).
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4.3 Rotational temperature determination of the 0-1 band ofN2 + (first negative)
Analysis of the rotational band structure of the 0-1 band of N/was attempted by
spectrally fitting the experimental measurements to the computed NEQAIR2 code. The
comparison proved to be difficult due to several factors, including the low resolution of the
data. The P and R branches are not well separated and one does not know what percentage
the individual branches contribute. Figure 10 and 11 show the experimental rotational
structure of the 0-1 band of N2÷as well as the computed, best fit spectra. This method will
only find rotational temperature with an error of equal to or greater than fifteen percent.
Another diffuculty in finding rotational temperatures is due to the insensitivity of the
Boltzmann equations. The rotational Boltzmann fractions are given as (3/Tr)*exp(-
3J(J+l)/Tr). Whereas, the vibrational and electronic fractions are given respectively as:
(1-exp[-3000/Tv])*exp(-3000v/Tv) and exp(-60000/Te)._° This determination illustrates how
the electronic state varies rapidly with temperature and thus will give the most sensitive
measurements. The rotational fractions are extremely insensitive to temperature and therefore
make these measurements very difficult. The temperature that was determined is plotted in
Figure 12 versus the radial position of the plasma. The radial measurements were taken after
correcting for the data and Abel inverting it to radial coordinates as in the previous sections.
The fact that the rotational temperature dependence is weaker than the electronic and
vibrational means that it will not significantly affect the shape or intensity of corresponding
spectral features. Therefore, since the rotational temperature measurement falls within the
accuracy of the experiment it follows that the plasma in the plenum is close to thermal
equilibrium.
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Figure 4.10.- Experimental and computed nitrogen rotational line spectra of the plenum
air plasma. [a] 1.27 cm off-axis position and [b] 1.9 cm of-axis position.
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Figure 4.12.- Radial temperature profile of the nitrogen rotational spectra [Av=l, (0,1)-
(1,2) transitions].
5.1 Contributions of this thesis
CHAPTER 5
Emission spectroscopy measurements were conducted in a 10 MW water cooled
arc jet wind tunnel operating on a nitrogen and oxygen combination to simulate the earth's
atmospheric conditions. The thermodynamic state of the plasma was studied by measuring
electronic, vibrational and rotational temperatures from their excited transitional states.
The vibrational and rotational states were analyzed using a the NEQAIR2 code. The
resulting composition showed that the plasma was approximately in local thermodynamic
equilibrium, however, improvements to the data collection need to be made for further
studies.
The experimental measurements were taken across the diameter of the plenum
section of the arc jet heated wind tunnel by collecting emission radiation from a series of
four positions. The object was to collect the spectrum from 2000 to 9000 Angstroms as a
collimated "beam" across the plasma in order to perform Abel inversions and determine
temperature profiles radially. The spectrum was corrected for spectral response and
calibrated in intensity. It was then compared to the LTE calculations of the NEQAIR2
code _°. The comparison was used as a guide to determine the deficiencies in the spectrum
and illustrate some problems arising from calibration as well as collection techniques. It
was determined that a calibration source constant in the ultraviolet spectrum is to be used
with a source constant or intensity "flat" in the visible and infrared regions. Because such
a combination was not available when these data were taken a lesser source was used for
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calibrationandNEQAIR, therefore,determinedinconsistenciesin thedata.
Finally,temperaturemeasurementsweregivenin therange4000to 7500K across
theplasmain theplenumfor thefirst time. Thesemeasurementswill providestarting
temperaturesfor plasmacodesthatpredictthedownstreamtemperaturesand
recombinationrates. By improvingthecalibrationthisdatacanbemoreaccuratelyused
for thesepredictions.
5.2 Recommendations for future work
These measurements formed a foundation for plasma studies in the plenum region,
however, much more analysis of the data should be performed. Also, the plasma should
be characterized more by extending the number of collection points across the flow for
Abel transformation purposes. As many as ten to twenty points should be measured for an
accurate inversion equation. This would require modification of the plenum ring and
probably would eliminate the fiber optic configuration with a single detector system and be
replaced with a CCD array (visible) or focal plane array (infrared). The process could
replace the complete spectrometer system with two-dimensional array systems by looking
at isolated emmission lines from the plasma field.
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